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SUMMARY
Summary
“Event Registry” – Global
media observatory
“Event Registry” is a system developed
primarily in FP7 projects PlanetData and XLIKE with the aim to create a real-time global
media observatory. It consists of a series of
software components, from data sourcing
to visualization and interoperable interfaces.
Among others, it includes also a cross-lingual
component connecting textual information
across over

100

our knowledge, cross-lingual functionality on
such a scale makes the system unique.
The “Event Registry” system is developed as
a prototype to support a standardization
working group at the IPTC level (publishers’
standardization organization – IPTC.org). The
aim is to release recommendations to
collect,
annotate
and
interoperate
information on global events and storylines
across
languages,
domains
and
granularities.

languages. To the best of
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USAGE SCENARIOS
Usage Scenarios
The “Event Registry” system is designed as
an end-user application (web based
interface)
and
as
a
middle-ware
component (API and export).

The original motivation was to
build
a
system
helping
publishers to (a) search across
the media space, and (b) align
their own information in the
space of other published
materials (annotation of news
with eventids).

internal event registries allowing the
companies to better plan logistics of
sending reporters and coverage of
topics in focus. The interest for such a
service was expressed by several
publishers and news agencies.


research
journalism
includes
exploratory approach to massive
information of different kinds, along
many dimensions and on different
levels of granularity. The Event
Registry system at the present stage
allows exploratory analysis of textual
news content across different
languages on global scale in realtime. Since it includes rich postprocessing of collected information
and structuring into events and
storylines, it can significantly reduce
the time to comprehend large
amounts of information in a short
time which is needed by most
publishers with analytic publications.
The key features are real-timeness,
cross-linguality,
dealing
with
information overload and providing
multi-dimensional
exploratory
interface
to
the
collected
information.

Through connecting textual information
across many languages a user can monitor
diffusion of information and social dynamics
on a global level.
Scenarios which could be covered by the
system include the following applications
having
in
most
cases
overlapping
functionalities:
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Event Registry:

The core of the
system is a database of events with
extracted locations and time of an
event. This covers past, current and
future events (i.e. reports with
references to future events). The
event registry we built is global and
connects events (i.e. which are
beyond events in the interest of an
individual publisher). This kind of
global event registry can be
integrated with the already existing

Research Journalism: The area of



Event Detection in the long tail:
One of the nontrivial problems each
news agency is facing is early
detection of events, especially in the
long tail of events which are
generally below the radar, and in
languages outside the focus (i.e.

USAGE SCENARIOS
local languages and main stream
languages).
Several
publishers
expressed interest for a system to
cover such a gap.


Press Clipping and Media
Monitoring: Press clipping is a

include topical view, social view,
temporal view, and opinion view
which can be combined in different
ways.


News bias analysis:



Plagiarism Detection:

service provided by agencies to
monitor media presence of entities
of various kinds. Such services are
typically too expensive for a general
audience. Possible application of
the “Event Registry” system is to
provide
an
inexpensive
press
clipping service affordable for
regular users (for which such a
service is otherwise unaffordable).
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Visualization:

The system provides
collected and enriched data in a
form suitable for various news
visualizations (some of which are
already included in the present
version of the system). The service is
relevant for publishers to extend their
publications with aggregated visual
views from the selected information
being collected along several
dimensions exposed by the system.
In particular, the key dimensions

The system
collects multiple reports on the same
event which allows analysis of
diversity in reporting. This includes
diversity in opinions, sentiment,
coverage, vocabulary in relation to
geography, language, publisher,
time. The service could be useful for
media monitoring and profiling,
specifically for media clipping
agencies
and
social
science
researchers.
The system
allows detection of news stories
being copied across data sources.
This includes approximate or exact
copies.
Using
cross-lingual
functionality, the system allows
detection also of translated news
(being an innovation). Plagiarism in
news publishing is an identified and
not generally resolved problem
relevant for news agencies and
publishers.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Technical Description
The “Event Registry” system is available from
the
address
http://eventregistry.org
including web front end (see figures 1 and
2), API and structured data export (RDF,
JSON). At the present, the system is in a
prototype stage with all major components
functioning,
but
in
a
process
of
improvements on several stages.

implemented as a set of interconnected
web services. The key components are the
following:

NewsFeed

(http://newsfeed.ijs.si)

–

developed as a part of PlanetData.
NewsFeed is sourcing data from few 100
thousands sources including main stream
media, blogs, and Twitter. On average it
collects between

300.00

and

500.000

documents (excluding Twitter) per day.
Each document is stored copied, cleaned
and stored in the database and put
available for the follow-up omponents.

Enrycher

Figure 1: Event Registry web front end – event
search

(http://enrycher.ijs.si)
–
developed as a part of ACTIVE, RENDER,
PlanetData and X-LIKE projects. Erycher
consists from a series of sub-components for
linguistic
and
light-weight
semantic
annotation for multiple languages. Its main
function is transform a ASCII/UNICODE string
into a structured XML including tokenization,
Part-of-Speech
tagging,
Name-EntityRecognition, dependency parsing, entity
disambiguation and linking to external
sources (Linked Open Data sources like
DBpedia, OpenCyc, Freebase), extracting
sentiment and summarization. Not all
functionalities are implemented for all
supported languages.

XLing

(http://xling.ijs.si) – developed as a
part of X-LIKE project. XLingimplements a
Figure 2: Event Registry web front end - event view

The “Event Registry” operational pipeline
consists from several software components
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statistical cross-lingual matching across 100
languages (in the upcoming version) and
classifies documents from all supported
languages into a common taxonomic

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
schema
(currently
used
DMoz.org
taxonomy). In other words, the key function
is measuring topical similarity among
documents written in different languages
providing information if documents are
translations of each other, topically related
or topically unrelated.

p://dbpedia.org/resource/Barack_Obama)
. RDF data is annotated using well
established ontologies such as Press
Association’s
Storyline
ontology
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/storyline
/2013-05-01.html)
and
IPTC’s
rNews
annotation (http://dev.iptc.org/rNews).

Event detection – developed as a part of XLIKE project. This module forms events from
documents retrieved from NewsFeed,
enriched with Enrycher, and linked across
languages with XLing. Each event is a cluster
of documents represented with three major
components: social (entities), content
(keywords, concepts) and temporal (time
information). In the future, the goal is to
extract structured versions of events in a
form of event types.

Storyline detection and visualization
(http://eventregistry.org/) – developed as a
part of PlanetData project. In this
component the goal is to connect events
into storylines and visualize them through
user interface. Currently, the events are
connected in a subgraphs based on the
multicomponent similarity. User interface
allows temporal browsing through storyline
events.

Export

to

interoperable

formats

–
developed as a part of PlanetData project.
The system exports the collected and
processed information on events and
storylines into multiple formats including
JSON and RDF. Both formats are available
via REST API polling. A search feature is
implemented which can be queried with
DBpedia entity URIs and an RDF document
with URIs of events where the entities are
relevant are returned (example of query:
eventregistry.org/rdf/search?keywords=htt
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Figure 3: Smart City demonstrator - inclusion of
Event Registry data

Figure 4: Smart City demonstrator - inclusion of
Event Registry data

KIT worked with JSI on an RDF-based REST API
to access the Event Registry dataset. The
collaboration involved designing a URI
scheme to identify relevant entities from the
Event Registry dataset. Also, we worked
together to identify and select relevant
vocabularies for the representation of Event

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Registry data. Based on the API access
provided to JSI's infrastructure, KIT included
event information from Event Registry in the
real-time Smart City demonstrator. In Figures
3 and 4, RSS icons represent events from the
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Event Registry; the pop-up window shows
details about the referenced event.
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